Emergency Extraction Information for Aircraft
N755JR

Aircraft Type: Van's RV-7
Registration: N755JR
Pilot Name: Daniel R. Hammond
Emergency Contact Name:
Date: 05/28/2-16
Electrical/Ignition System

N755JR

All Switches Down for OFF

Starter button (green) on both control sticks

Aircraft Type: Van's RV-7
Registration: N755JR
Pilot Name: Daniel R. Hammond
Emergency Contact Name:
Date: 05/28/2-16
Harness
N755JR

Lift and Release Latch

Ejection System
N755JR

Not Applicable

Aircraft Type: Van's RV-7
Registration: N755JR
Pilot Name: Daniel R. Hammond
Emergency Contact Name:
Date: 05/28/2-16
Aircraft Type: Van's RV-7
Registration: N755JR
Pilot Name: Daniel R. Hammond
Emergency Contact Name:
Date: 05/28/2-16
Fuel System
N755JR

Aircraft Type: Van's RV-7
Registration: N755JR
Pilot Name: Daniel R. Hammond
Emergency Contact Name: 
Date: 05/28/2-16

**Red Mixture Knob** must be pulled out to cut off fuel to the engine.
Canopy System
N755JR

Canopy side latch locked
Canopy side latch unlocked
To unlock push forward on horizontal lever

Canopy Top Latch in locked position
Turn latch parallel to wings to open canopy

Aircraft Type: Van's RV-7
Registration: N755JR
Pilot Name: Daniel R. Hammond
Emergency Contact Name:
Date: 05/28/2-16
Canopy System (continued)
N755JR

Canopy is tip up type.

There is no external means to open the canopy

In an emergency break the plexiglass on the pilots left side and center top to gain access to the side and top latches.
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